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TERRITORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

We acknowledge that we are 
visitors on the lands and waters of 
the Timucua, Miccosukee, 
Tocobago and Mascogo peoples 
often known now as the Seminole 
peoples. We make this 
acknowledgement as an act 
towards truth and reconciliation.



a little about us…

What stories live in numbers?

Vancouver to Orlando: 
4228 kilometres
2627 miles

Vernon to Orlando:
5047 kilometres
3136 miles

Our combined hours of travel 
from home to conference 
was 39 hours.



Jen Janice

our stories



BC Mathematics Curriculum Framework

� Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical 
understanding through play, inquiry, and problem 
solving

� Engage in problem-solving experiences that are 
connected to place, story, cultural practices, and 
perspectives relevant to local First Peoples communities, 
the local community, and other cultures

� Connect mathematical concepts to each other and to 
other areas and personal interests

÷ math to self
÷ math to world
÷ math to math



connecting mathematics to 
story, place and identity



What is problem-posing?

� Problem-posing as the highest form of problem-
solving (English, 1998, 2003) and more aligned 
with the work that mathematicians do (English, 
Fox, Watters, 2005).

� Secondary mathematics problem-posing is 
often centred on playing with the structure and 
mathematics of a problem (Brown and Walter, 
2005)

� Much of the problem-posing literature centers 
the teacher as the poser of problems and 
choosing contexts. (Zazkis and Liljedahl, 2008).



Kindergarten and Grade 1 
Join (Change Unknown) Problems

� Together: I had dumplings for dinner last night.  I 
ate some and then talked with my family and 
then ate some more.

� 4 and ____ make 7

� Partners: I made (____) snowballs. My friends 
helped me make some more. We counted and 
we had ____ snowballs. How many snowballs did 
my friends help me make?

� (5, 9)       (8, 15)        (9, 21)





�What possibilities does 
problem-posing offer when 
we center students’ stories, 
ideas, identities and 
interests?



“Supporting children to pose 
problems for themselves as they 
engage in play or other activities 
is mathematically productive and 

often leads to the creation of 
problems that children care 

about and understand.”
Young Children’s Mathematics: Cognitively Guided Instruction 

in Early Childhood Education (2017), p. 110



creating spaces for problem-posing

� opportunities for students to extend and 
synthesize their thinking about problem types, 
number relationships and counting

� spaces for students to share glimpses into their 
stories, their lives, their family, their culture, their 
community

� connections between informal and formal 
mathematics

� opportunities for students to see themselves as 
the ones who pose mathematical problems



CGI problem-posing presentations

� Seattle 2017
¡ Focus of my graduatel research
¡ Starting points for problem-posing

� Minneapolis 2019
¡ Classroom-based teacher research
¡ Building on instructional routines such as counting 

collections or number talk images 

Some text slides from both presentations can be found on 
the padlet here: https://bit.ly/CGIflorida

https://bit.ly/CGIflorida


BC Reggio-Inspired Mathematics Project

¡ Collaborative inquiry between 
multiple districts in our province with 
contributions from across Canada

¡ Connecting the principles and
practices of the centres and schools
in Reggio Emilia to our BC context

¡ Emergent curriculum, child as
capable and competent and 
contributing citizens in a democratic 
society, rights, materials, ateliers, 100 
languages, third teacher

¡ Website:
http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath

http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath


WHAT CONNECTIONS ARE YOU 
MAKING TO YOUR CONTEXT?

WHAT ARE YOU WONDERING
ABOUT ABOUT?

turn and talk or 
reflect on your own



Modelling Raven’s story to understand the 
meaning of addition and subtraction.

What math story can you tell about Raven and 
the first people?

“There were seven in the shell, and four came out 
to see Raven.  Three stayed in the shell.”

“There were seven people but some were scared, 
so they went back into the shell.  Four stayed with 
Raven.  How many hid in the shell?”

“Four people came out to see Raven and three 
stayed in the shell.  How many people were 
there?”

Raven’s Story



“There were fifty-five
bunnies and two hid 
from the boulder that 
was rolling through the 
forest”.
When asked to count, he 
said “…. Twelve, thirteen, 
fourteen, fifteen”.  
Pointing to ‘15’ I asked: 
“What is this number?”
Student: “Oh! It’s fifteen!”



“There were seven 
shells waiting to 
go into the water.  
One shell went in 
and then there 
were five”.



• The students were so engaged with the materials 
and creating their own stories – it allowed time for 
conferring.

• Through listening to their stories, I was able to 
pinpoint specific needs and areas of ‘next steps’.

• Sometimes, I was able to correct a misconception 
within a moment, or through sharing among 
peers.

• My student who needs the most significant 
supports and who is usually pulled-out was 
engaged in the math!

Teacher Reflections



“BY PART ICIPAT ING IN THE  SENSE-MAKING ACTIVITY  
OF  CGI  CLASSROOMS,  STUDENTS  AT  ALL  LEVELS  

DEVELOP A PERSPECT IVE  THAT  MATHEMATICS SHOULD 
MAKE SENSE  AND THAT  THEY ARE CAPABLE  OF  

MAKING SENSE OF  I T .  TH IS  ATT I TUDE IS  PART ICULARLY 
IMPORTANT FOR STUDENTS  WHO HAVE NOT BEEN SEEN 

AS SUCCESSFUL  OR WHO FACE CHALLENGES IN 
LEARNING MATHEMATICS.”

~ C H I L D R E N ’ S  M A T H E M A T I C S :  C O G N I T I V E L Y  G U I D E D  I N S T R U C T I O N ,  
S E C O N D  E D I T I O N ,  P A G E  1 9 1



CGI Problem-Posing and Story Making

Creating and making stories creates opportunities for 
students to:

¡ Connect mathematics to their lives, family, culture, 
community, place, interests and identity

¡ Make connections to literary elements such as setting 
and character and different types of story structures

¡ Engage in the actions of mathematics
¡ Develop vocabulary and language in a meaningful 

context
¡ Develop spatial reasoning alongside problem-solving



What stories live in these equations?

___ ➕ 36 = 72 

114 ➖ ___ = 110 

55 ✖ 3 = ___ 

144 ➗ ___ = 3

� What are you thinking 
about?

� What connections are 
you making?

� What mathematics do 
you need to 
understand to create 
a story or pose a 
problem based on 
these equations?



using CGI equation cards 
as starting points for stories

What stories live in these equations?





examining students’ problems and stories

� What math do you notice? 
� What connections to place and identity 

do you see or hear in the stories?
� What connections are you making to 

your own context?

Share your observations, ideas and 
questions on the padlet.



social media
#CGImath

#CGIflorida

� post problems, stories, ideas, 
questions and resources to the 
padlet here:

� https://bit.ly/CGIflorida

https://bit.ly/CGIflorida


Numberless 
Word Problem

TA I T  G R A D E S  1 & 2



�There were some carrots 
growing in a garden.

�We picked some to make a 
salad.

�There were some carrots left 
to eat another day. 



�There were 24 carrots growing 
in a garden.

�We picked some to make a 
salad.

�There were some carrots left to 
eat another day. 



�There were 24 carrots growing in a 
garden.

�We picked 6 to make a salad.
�There were some carrots left to eat 

another day. 
�What math question could you 

ask?



CGI NUMBERLESS WORD PROBLEM

G R A D E S  4  D E C I M A L S



�Michelle bought two different 
lollipops. One was larger and 
cost more than the other. The 
smaller one cost less than a 
dollar. She only had one bill but it 
was enough to pay for both 
lollipops. And she would have 
some money left over.



�Michelle bought two different 
lollipops. One was larger and 
cost more than the other. The 
smaller one cost $0.75. She 
only had one bill but it was 
enough to pay for both 
lollipops. And she would 
have some money left over.



� Michelle bought two different lollipops. 
One was larger and cost more than the 
other. The smaller one cost $0.75. She only 
had a $5.00 bill but it was enough to pay 
for both lollipops. And she would have 
some money left over.



� Michelle bought two different lollipops. One 
was larger and cost more than the other. 
The smaller one cost $0.75. She only had a 
$5.00 bill but it was enough to pay for both 
lollipops. And she would have some $1.75 
left over.

� What is a math question you could ask?



�Michelle bought two lollipops.
�One cost $0.75. 
�The larger lollipop cost more.
�Michelle paid with a $5.00 bill 

and received $1.75 in change.
�How much did the larger 

lollipop cost?



�create your 
own math 
story using 
decimal 
numbers



What types of math stories can we tell?

�Counting
�Joining/Combining
�Separating/Removing
�Comparing
�Parts-Whole
�Fair Sharing
�Grouping



playing with positional 
language:
• over
• under
• on
• up
• down
• around
• through
• beside
• between
• behind
• near
• far
• next to 
• in front of
• right, left
• north, south, east, west

Spatial Reasoning 
and Storytelling



problem-posing and story creating

� We invite you to use the CGI equation 
cards and materials on your tables to 
inspire the posing of problems or creating 
of stories. What problem type will you 
choose? What strategies do you anticipate 
student will use?

� What do you notice about the process? 
What supports might students need?

Post a photo and share your noticings and 
wonders on the padlet.



mathematizing stories

�What math lives in the story?
�How could math help us

understand the characters, setting 
or events in the story?

�How could math be used to help us 
solve a problem or investigate an 
issue in the story?



Dr. Jo-ann Archibald 
tells the story of Lady Louse

https://indigenousstorywork.com



Grades 1&2 students were offered story 
mats and cedar and invited to gather 
materials to create stories.



inspired by Lady Louse



sharing stories



LOCAL PLACE-BASED STORIES







solving the problems

� in the moment, students solve their own 
problems

� from the students’ posed problems, the 
teacher intentionally selects a problem to 
be the focus problem for the whole class to 
solve

� problems are typed out and multiple 
copies made; students choose a problem 
to solve from the collection of their peers’ 
problems



assessing problem-posing

�Quantity 
�Originality 
�Complexity
Silver & Cai, 2005

� pedagogy of listening 
and noticing

� understanding of 
learning trajectories

� what to look for, 
formative assessment

� nudging thinking in the 
moment

� responsive 
teaching and 
learning

Current UBC study 
examining culturally 
responsive assessment 
practices. 



“We want to emphasize that providing 
opportunity for all students to learn with 

understanding is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for addressing equity in the 

teaching and learning of mathematics. 
Working toward equity in mathematics 

learning requires attention to not only how a 
student thinks about mathematics but also all 

aspects of who the student is and the 
resources a student brings to learning as well 

as how school and societal structures shape a 
student’s opportunities to learn.”

~Children’s Mathematics: Cognitively Guided Instruction, Second Edition, page 191



thank you!

Jen Carter
� twitter @jencarterbc
� email JCarter@sd22.bc.ca

Janice Novakowski
� twitter @jnovakowski38
� instagram @janicenovakowski
� email jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca 


